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Project
Changes
Course

Symposium XJV

A group of 20 concerned women met on
July 12 to discuss the fate of the Women's .
Community Project. A notice in the July
issue of the Women's Community Project
newsletter which prompted the meeting
stated: "It was recommended that, due to
the lack of interest, support and participation, the Women's Community Project
should terminate its existence as it is at
present. ' ' The notice also went on to say
that the coorctmatmg committee woutct
make recommendations as to what to do
with the office equipment, how to dispense
the money and what to do with the newsletter . The announcement also stated that all
planned activities would be cancelled.
There were actually two meetings held
. on July 12. The coordinating committee
meeting was held prior to t~e general
meeting. Its members consisted of one
representative from e~ch of the five committees of the organization. These women
formulated the final recommendation that

by Susan Nadeau
Ayuh Right here in Waldo County
We had this AIDS Ed Conference.
Was a good show. 'Bout 200 altogether.
Even I didn't know for shore what
the neighbors would think or
who'd come out.
· Lotta these Foreigners and Transplants
think we natives dor, 't know nawthing.
Well , before this AIDS conference
I'd about agree with 'em.
Now it just ain't so I'd say we know about as
·
much as any Thanks to that AIDS Ed Conference.
Born and bred from generations of
Maine families, I consider the organization
of a successfuJ AIDS conference in SmaU
Town , Maine a major accomplishment.
With positive pre- and post-conference
response , I have begun to doubt that
Belfast represents a REAL Maine population center.- Perhaps too many transplants
taking over Mafne space, I rationalize. The
Maine folk I know comment, "What do
we need to know about AIDS? No gays
live here" or "knowing too much just
makes you worry." Fortunately , the "willfully ignorant" orthe "ignorance is bliss"
routines fail in action while the quest for
knowledge and .understanding prevails with
A.C.T.I.O.N. (AIDS Conference to Inform Our Neighbors). However, the
"why?" of the success of "AIDS
Awareness Day" held in Belfast on June
IO caR best be explained when examining
the ''what?'' and "how?''.
What happened and how did it come to
fruition? To understand the significance of
what happened in this Maine community ,
consider a few statistics and this brief
history. Belfast consists of 6,243 people who
present a low economic working class
coastal community. Ab ut 15 outlying
rural communities channel into it for services thus impacting 30 ,000 of Maine's
1,200,000 people. Throughout Belfast,
evidence exists of two worlds (polarities).
Area residents support two weekly
newspapers which reflect conservative and
quasi-liberal viewpoints. Belfast maintains
. an active library which hosts cultural and
political events from traditional to radical
realms. Galleries flaunt artists' creativity
while fundamentalists teach creationism in
their own schools.
Further, dichotomies extend into its
history, where straight and lesbian/gay
realities clash. A decade ago , a gay man
willing to discuss his lifestyle in a teenage
sexuality course had to leave the area due
· to harrassment. Later , the group dealing
with issues of teenage sexuality learned of
the existence of a lesbian in its membership and , fearing its good works, would
. be discredited , chose to c\isband. A few
1,;

LESBIANS_
AND
GAY MEN
IN MAINE

Look for coverage in next month's Our Paper of-MAINE GAY/LESBIAN SYMPOSIUM XIV and CHARLIE HOW ARD MEMORIAL DAY h.eld in Bangor over
the Fourth of July weekend. (Due to deadline pressures, we couldn't run the
material this month.)
years later, a,local minister unsuccessfully attempted to exorcise Our Bodies, Our
Selves from the school library because it
"advocated " homosexuality . During this
time, local lesbians " boogied t_o the beat"
at their dance club, congregated weekly for
potlucks, and participated ih Maine Lesbian Feminists, a statewide social/political
group .
Presently , I know of no lesbian or gay
man in the area totally " out." The dance
club and MLF are defunct , and local lesbian/gay organizations are non-existent,
though many lesbian and gay men live in
the area.
So, with misunderstanding of AIDS , and
homophobia as the general local tenor ,
how does AIDS education happen? While
AIDS is not a gay issue , lesbians and gays
often take the lead to organize and educate
around AIDS , and so too with this con-

ference. The inspiration came from a
Transplant of just 13 years, Nan Stone (the
same lesbian catalyst for the disintegration
of the teenage sexuality group .) Well , she
has learned , and taught me something
. about pulling off such a potentially controversial activity
l[t happened as follows:
Through participation in MLGPA and
Hospice of Waldo County (HWC) , Nan
dedded to respond to the needs of people
affected by AIDS in the area. After iden~
tifying allies within HWC, Nan promoted
coinsideration of AIDS issues as relevant
to Hospice purposes - i.e. , serving those
affected by life-threatening illnesses .
Following in-service training about the
disease, HWC publicly announced its willingness to serve people with AIDS , their
lovers, families, and friends .·Nan obtained
contuwecl on page 4

bara E erhardt, a member of the coordinating committee, read the prepared statement: ''The recommendation is that the.
Women's· Community Pr oject alter its
present shape and restructure to focus on
the newsletter, that it close the office at
Deering Street, that it stop raising funds
for a building, and that it stop monthly
meetings. We further recommend that the
general operating fund and the building
fund be transferred to the newsletter account. The post office box will continue
through December 31. ' '
Emotions ran high as the meeting was
opened to discussion. [It was apparent
that], While people were interested in the
newsletter, their main concern was for a
building and how the funds already ·collected would be used. A lack of sustained
energy, along with a small nucleus of mem=
bers, seemed to be the key problems contrib_µ ting to the collapse of the building project. Most of the energies of these people
were diverted to other committees, the
newsletter and the organization of fund
raising events. While people expressed interest in obtaining a building, the energy
was not present as it was initially.
It was suggested that the building fund
should be left in a bank account fo r a year
or two, with the hope that people would
gain energy and regroup and then again
start working toward obtaining a building.
It became quite clear that most members
did not want the building money used for .
the newsletter , even though most felt the
newsletter served a purpose.
After only 20 minutes of discussion , it
was stated that some form of decision
needed to be reached . It was decided that
the newsletter would continue , that notice
would be given August 1 for the office on
Deering Street, and that all other Women's
Community Project activities would cease.
It was further decided that another meeting
should be held to discuss the future of the
Women 's Community Proj!!Ct. This meeting will take place on October 18 at 137
Spring Street at 6 p.m .

In Memoriam ·

Dear Our Paper:
To Barbara Leclerc re: Review of Andrea
Dworkin 's Intercourse.

A friend , a brother, a father, a lover, a priest, a doctor, a psychiatrist, an actor and
,musician.
On July I, 1987, we lost all of the above in one man, Barry G. Wood.
·
After a long illness, Barry passed away and left us with vivid memories of a man who
truly was special.
We'll remember you, Barry, for your love of man / woman kind. Your tell-it-like-it-is,
:
.
"guilt shits," and "shit happens" attitudes. The jokes . . . .
The availability you had for so many. The prayers and faith you passionately hved for
and shared. The rearing of your own child and the other children you taught ro walk.
The intensity to which you gave and were open to receiving love. The words spoken of
your higher power and your deliverance of the messages.
The medicines you applied and watched as they healed.
Your uncanny ability to center in on what was ailing, and by God if your prescription
didn't do the trick.
.
The theatrics, the drama, the daring to be the other. Remember Bent? And the magic
that happened when you sat at the piano. The classics live on.
·
And your voice, Barry, the voice that angels sang wit!)- your songs came from deep
within.
Barry Wood, you are loved by many, many people. You have affecte~ o~r lives i~ such
ways that your physical presence is sorely missed, but your soul will hve on m our
memories forever.
.
Prayers to you friend, for a safe journey. And thanks, thanks for the memories.

Comejoin us at

.PAPA JOE'S
80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

We have no strangersonlyfriends you haven't met.
207-623-4041

law for people

'·

I have to say r found your analysis of
Dworkin's '' noncommittal stance'' confusing . Can anyone deny the sexual, i.e.
penile penetration factor , in war, sports ,
business, religion, and politics , or , conv,e rsely, the obvious political overtones of
rape? So why do you ask Dworkin to
clhoose between a political analysis of
women's oppression and a sexual one?
The most provocative point in your
review for me was your unexplained
parenthetical allusion to the "obviously
impractical'' nature of a sexual strategy for
change. Why so? Widescale abstinence
from intercourse with men , or a " sex
s1trike " I believe would produce a very
profound and real cha~ge in the way _th~s
world is run. Some nught say that this 1s
how women ''take power.'' If you find this
prnpositfon absurd because you think men
would retaliate with force, then what does
this say about the power of women who
presently are just asking men to stop oppressing them? And aren't tIJere other
ways to get pregnant these,days? (Not that
the world is in desparate need of more
human babies - try adoption.)
Sex strikes are not a new idea. Iroquois
women, I believe, used one very effectively to stop their men from going to war
b1efore the arrival of Europeans in
.America. And the characterization of
penile intercourse as invasive or violent did
not originate with Dworkin or- other
fominists. In the ancient Buddhist creation
story, those observing the first two beings
tio have intercourse exclaim, ' 'how can one
b~ing do that to another being?'' Buddhist
monks testify that refraining from sexual
intercourse is a necessary step in liberation·: Celibacy is not necessarily just taking a break.
On the flip side of the spiritual are the
practical reasons for refraining from sex ual intercourse. Heterosexual intercourse
usually leads to pregnancy unless artificially deterred such as by the chemical manipulation of women's bodies. I . do know
some heterosexual couples whose chosen
form of birth controJ is making love
without intercourse, but funny how you
don't hear much about this method.
Maybe we should just resurrect the myth
of the vaginal orgasm. How soon we
women forget.
I'm withholding my name so I won't be
labeled and ostracized as "ant-sex." I
don't see how people can be so easily
llllmped mto .. pro-sex " or "anti-sex"
categories. I'm puzzled when people try
to do this to me or other radical feminists
like Dworkin.
Name Withheld

Main St.

Searsport, Maine 04974

548-6689
548-2929

(Law Offices located behind Jaret & Cohn)

22 Edgerly Road
Boston, MA 02115
617-267-2262

PURPOSE
OUR PAPER is published monthly by the OUR PAPER Collective,
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine
04104 . The purpose o( OUR
PAPER is to serve as a voice for lesbians and gay men in Maine. We
wish the newspaper to be a source
of infonnation, support and affinnation, and a '(Chicle for celebration,
by and for members of the lesbian
and gay men's communities. We
want the paper to reflect our diversity as well.

EDITORIAL POLICY
We will consider for publicatlon
any material that broadens our
understanding of our lifestyles and
of each other. Views and opinions
appearing in the p{ll)er are those of
the authors only.
'
We request that all material submitted be signed and include an address and/or phone number so we
can contact the author if editorial
revisions need to be considered. We
reserve the right to edit unsigned
material as necessary. Within the
pages of the newspaper, articles can
appear anonymously, upon request,
and strict confidentiality will be
observed. No revisions or rejections
of signed material will occur without
dialogue with the author.
Even though our editorials are initialed, they represent the opinion of
all collective members.
·
We welcome and encourage all
our readers to submit material for
publication and to share your comments, criticisms and positive feelings with us. Remember, OUR
PAPER is Your Paper!!! Deadline
for each issue is the l 0th of the
month.
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Gay Fireworks on Fourth of Jul~~
ly meant "all people are created equal. "
What my 6th grade teacher, Mrs. Watkins ,
neglected to point out was that if I had been
alive in 1776 when those words were written I would not have been included as an
equal to all others. I am not a man and our
founding fathers would not have thought
of me as an equal. They did mean men
Jiterally and even more specifically they
meant only white, male , property owners
are created equal. By the way , this was a
unanimous decision because all of the
signers of the Declaration of Independence
just happened to be white , male , property
owners.
One of the great things about this country is that we can grow and change things
within our nation without war or overthrow of the government. During the past
200 years , we have opened tip the definition of the word men as used in that
sentence. First, we added black men, and
that's men only, to the definition. Then ,
thru the women's suffrage movement, we
included all women to the definition. And
just as a camera lens continues to open
wider and wider to get the full picture .. . we
have, over the years, opened the definition
of men wider and wider to include other
groups , such as handicapped people and
the elderly .
My problem is that Mrs. Watkins, my
6th grade teacher, would still have to tell
me today that even with the opening up of
the definition, I ... me ... Barbara Wocxl, am
still not equal with all others in this
country.
.Now , I would imagine you all looking
at me thinking , what is she talking about?
I know , I just stated that in today ' s world
"all men are created equal" includes
women. Any handicap I may have, does
not matter. My age; nor color, flQ{[eligion
matters. I don't own any property and tha:
doesn't matter. But what does matter is that
I am a lesbian.
The promise that " all men are created
equal" does not include gay people. The
laws of this land do not give gay people
the same rights that most of you enjoy. I'm
not talking about any special rights . The
phrase "gay rights" is a fallacy to me. I
don't want "gay " rights . All I want are
the same rights that most other people in
this country enjoy. I want to be included
as an equal with all others in the list. I want
the promise our founding fathers gave to '
this nation ... that "all men are created
equal. "
I believe that we need to open up ~ocie-

'by Barbara Wood
I was asked by the Munjoy Hill
Neighborhood Association to speak at their
annual Fourth ofJuly celebration. A soap
box platform was set up and speakers invited from progressive organizations to
speak and celebrate our freedom of speech.
Following is my speech.

"Hello: I am Barbara Wood and today is the 4th of July , just in case you are
.all wondering what we are doing here in
the fog. This year we are celebrating the
bicentennial of the United States Constituiton, but it seemed to me to be more
fitting to start off today , July 4th, with a
different document written by this country's founding fathers over 200 years ago
and signed on this very day for which we
are all here celebrating.
I'd like to read a line from it:
'We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are are created
equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable
rights , that among them are life,
liberty , and the pursuit of happiness. '
I asked several friends before I came
here today if they knew Jhe opening line
of the Declaration of Independence. I got
several answers: 'We the people of the
United States' .. .good guess , but I had to
interrupt because that is the opening line
of the U.S. Constitution. I also got 'Four
score and seven years ago' ... wrong again.
I'm sure you know that was the Gettysburg
Address written 87 years after the Declaration of Independence by Abraham Lincoln.
Seems everyone was digging back to their
sixth grade history classes and on one was
getting it right . Not 'even me! Turns out
that the line I was looking for is actually
the second sentence of the Declaration of
Independence.
Anyway , let' s get back to that line .. . this
sentence started the development of the
greatest nation on earth.
' We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men are created
equal... '
Let me stop right here. When I speak those
words they kind of stick in my throat. (I
practiced saying them a lot before I came
here today .)
When I was a child memorizing that
line, I assumed that the word " men " was
being used generically . I assumed it real-
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camera lens open all the way. The definition of men needs to be extended to include
all people, including gay people. I believe
this will help to lead the country forward .
Do you know what it would be like if
all the gay people in the world had not existe:d? You would not have the art of
Mkhelangelo to enjoy. You would not
have the writings of Socrates to ponder.
And you would not have the tennis match
taking place today with Martina Navratilova. Many of you here today would n9t
even have a decent hairstyle .. ·
But as I speak° here and as I spend my
time working to open up the definition of
mefi to all groups of people, including
gays, there are many people out there trying to narrow that definition of men . People who want the camera lens to remain
sm:all and take a picture of only a few
people.
Right now the Reagan Administration is
in the process of nominating to the United
States Supreme Court just such a person,
Jud,ge Robert Bork. Judge Bork would just
lov1e to close the lens of the camera. Just
yesterday I was reading in Newsweek that
Judge Bork believes the First Amendment
should primarily protect political speech
only . I wondered,' i.f he had his way , would
I even be allowed to speak here today?
Speak on a platform specifically designed
to show the broadness and openness of our
Freedom of Speech.
I have also heard that Judge Bork does
not believe in the right to privacy. This is
really scary . The Supreme Court has spent
years slowly building up and broadening
this protection of privacy. If Bork is ap-

t,.
.......................................
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Mike's Guest House

MICHAEL KERICHENKO
HOST

pointeli all of you may lose your right to
be free from search and seizure as granted
in the 4th Arnmendment. Women may lose
the right to choose an abortion which was
decided in 1973. And the freedom to marry
someone of a different race , granted after
the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision, may be in jeopardy. These last two ,,.
examples include groups, women and peo- '
pie of color, that are currently in the expanded definition of men. I am telling you
that your rights are being threatened by a
man who wants to narrow the present
definition. It's scary. I've been afraid ever
since I realized that I was gay. I know that
I don't have all the rights that others enjoy. Just last year the Supreme Court ruled
that I am breaking the law in the privacy
of my own home. I am worried what will
happen if Bork is appointed. And I am.
afraid not just for me , but also for all of
you.
I urge you to contact your Senators,
George Mitchell and Bill Cohen, and ask
them to vote against the appointment of
Bork. Someone who dot:sn't believe that
all men are created equal .
I wish that my old cousin, Dr. Benjan1in
Rush, one of the original signers of the
Declaration of Independence, and considered to be progressive for his time, had
been courageous enough to change the
words of the second sentence to: "We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all PEOPLE are created equal , that all PEOPLE are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable rights , that among them
are life .. . liberty ... and the pursuit of
happiness.
Thank you and Happy Fourth of July!

ty as much as possible. We need to get that
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Announcements
The New England Women 's Musical
Retreat will return this Labor Day
weekend. following a year's hiatus . It will
be held in West Greenwich , Rhode Island ,
on the W.Alton Jones Campus of the
University of Rhode Island .
The dates are September 4-7. ·
Perfo rmers th is year a re: Deidre
McCall a, DEUCE, Ronnie Gilbert, Linda Tillery and her band , Lucie Blue
T remblay, Kit McClure Big Band, Linda
Moakes, Edwi na Lee Tyler & a Piece of
the World , and Rhiannon.
Also, BOUGAINVILLEA , Infini te
Womyn's Percussion Ensemble, Molly
Rugg les , Aiku WiHiams . Catherine
D'Amato , MARATHON , SAPPHIRE,
Linda Sheets, and Adrienne Waddy with
Clarise Thompson.
The cost for advance tickets ranges from
$130 to $105 , accorcling to ability to pay.
For more information and/or registration
fo rms , write to NEWMR , P.O. Box 217 ,
New Haven , CT , 06513 . The phone
number is 203-523-1268 .

Sept. 4-7 (Labor Day Weekend)
8th Annual Maine Healing Arts Festival accepting registrations : Over 3 days
of celebration and healing at Hidden Valley
Camp , Freedom, Maine $150/adult , $50
child includes: gourmet natural food , lodging, music and dance, children's program . .
Workshops: Sound Healing, Firewalking ,
Rebirthing , Meditation, Massage , Yoga ,
and much more! contact Karen: In Mass .
(617) 861-1625; In Maine, (207) 3362065. MHAF P .O. Box 44 , Buckfield ,
Me.
04220 .
WOMLAND (Womyn Owning Maine
Land) Trust will hold its monthly meeting
starting at l p.m. August 8. Following the
Trust meeting, the Full Moon Gathering
will begin with a potluck at 6 p .m. This
month 's Trust [!leeting and gathering will
be in Surry . These events are womyn-only
and chemical free. For directions send a
SASE to Coventree, Troy, 04987 or
Gathering Ground , Dexter, 04930.

Win a Belted Galloway Heifer
You ·can win your very own Belted
Galloway Heifer Calf in an exciting contest sponsored by the Northeast Belted
Galloway Association in association with
the Cooperative Extension Service in the
Northeast (New England and New York
states). Th.is opportunity is open to all cur- rent or interested 4-H members excluding
previous winners who are selecting the
Beef Heifer Program as their 1987-88 4-H
project. The "Beltie" heifer will be
awarded during the Belted Galloway competition at the Fryeburg Fair, Fryeburg ,
Maine, on October 8, 1987. The Bettie will
come complete with health check and
necessary immunizations. For more information and a complete application form ,
contact Bruce W. Bergen, Secretary,
Northeast Belted Gallowavs. PO Box 1,
Alfred , Maine 04002; or Andy LeMaistre,
Heifer Project Coordinator at 207 /8469048 or evenings 207/865-3619 , or the
Cumberland County Extension Office, 96
Falmouth Street, Portland , 780-4205 .

WOODFORDS

\

AIDS Ed
continued from page 1
this initial support with relative ease while
closeted about her sexuality to the general
HWC membership .
After a year , HWC decided to network
with other health organizations to establish
an AIDS educaton committee . To estabI ish credibility , membership consisted of
organizations with neutral or positive images within the community. Nan explained
that controversial groups such as lesbian/gay organizations trigger the public's
fears, resulting in little general public support. Groups most likely to be in:erested
are those with some vested interest. Nan ,
representing HWC and connected by her
professional work to many of these target
· groups, for med a committee representing
hospital educators, a home health agency ,
the school board , doctors, public health
nurses, hospice workers , family planning
staffers, clergy, and an individual with
friends who have AIDS . Two lesbians supported each other while closeted to the
group as a whole. The committee established a common goal: To bring.information on- AIDS to the broadest spectrum of
people possible.
Working with such a diverse group was
not alway s easy. The hospital educator's
boss found the condom poster on display
at a Health Fair " distasteful , " and expressep concern that all conference
speakers be " reputable." (The committee's running joke became "no queers at
the conference, or condoms in the candy
dish. " ) Step by step, group members compromised· - pamphlets on alternative
treatments appear on the literature table ,
but Our Paper does not. Committed to
their goals and gaining support from peers ,
the respected committee gathered momentum .
The day of the conference 200 people arrived, more than twice the number projected . Notwithstanding administration attitudes , the location at Waldo County
General Hospital helped to attract many
health professionals. Well-known speakers
like Dr. Michael Bach increased attendance, as did intensive coverage of AIDS
stories in the media the week before. Additionally , the organization of conference
events into segments specific to professional groups as well as to the general
public allowed individuals to participate for
shorter periods of time , relative to their
interest.
At AIDS Awareness Day , I watched the
unfolding of an extremely well planned
forum . With the most up-to-date medical
information prese1Hed by Dr . Bach, the
pure honesty and courageousness of
Cameron , a PWA, Peaches Bass' downto-earth tips on talking to kids and several
other dynamic speakers , the conference
was of the highest caliber.
Most exciting was the overwhelmingly
supportive response . Moderators were
prepared for homophobic reactions which
never materialized . The committee's doctor says he learned the most from listening to the person with AIDS , explaining
to Nan that he had never before met a gay
person! And 15 percent of participants indicated they want to help with on-going

Clinical Trial Opportunities
Available for Persons with AIDS
AIDS education. Future plans of the group
include education in schools , developing
an· AIDS support group, and distributing
information in the work place .
With such positive, strong beginnings.
AIDS Ed is out to stay in' Belfast. Futhermore , I bel ieve its success will be
replicated in towns throughout Maine. We
can get there fro m here.
The prescri ption for success is one person interested and committee! to doi ng
AIDS education . Through self-education ,
commumty participation, and credible connections, Maine people wi ll swallow the
pill . The dosage can be very potent, too .
It just needs to be packaged right. Maybe
next time , the package will read '' Grown
in Maine!' '
The group is willing to share its experience with other groups doing AIDS
education in small towns. For information,
write AIDS Education Committee, c/o
Hospice of Waldo County, P.O. Box 772,
Belfast 04915.
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The AIDS Action Council , a national
organization representing over 300 AIDS
service providers has learned that there are
many spaces available in over 15 drug
trials presently approved for study in 19
AIDS Treatment Evaluatio n Units
(ATEUS) in the U.S. Persons with AIDS
interested in participating in . these experimental protocals should contact the
Council at 729 8th St. SE., Washi ngto n
D.C. 20003 , or write directly to the ATEU
sites. The ATEU nearest to Maine is at
Massachusetts General Hospital , c/o Dr.
Martin Hirsh , 617-726-5670 .

Dr. Joanne H. Clarey
757 Congress Streo.t
Portland. Ma.1ne 04102

P.O. Box 365, West Rockport.Maine 04865
207 -594-0694 .

Wildcrafted and organically grown herbal remedies. Herbwalks,
slideshows, workshops and Flower Essence Consultations.

Deb Soule, Herbalist
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Global-Gayzette

Maine Will March
on Washington

~

Come out, come out, wherever you are
On Sunday,
October .11th, hundreds of thousands of
lesbians and gay men will be marching on
Washington, D.C. to demand the basic
civil rights that we are constantly.denied . .
This march is taking place during the 200th
anllliversary of the United States Constitution to emphasize the continued discrimination against gay men and lesbians
.na1tionwide. ·
We will march from the Ellipse, past the
White House, to the U.S. Capitol Building
· where we will rally to demand, among
other things:

i ma March on Washington!

Olympics 1 - Gays O
By a 5-4 decision, the U .S. Supreme
Court ruled that the U.S. Olympic Committee has exclusive use of the term
"olympic," ending a legal battle between
the committee and organizers of a gay
athletic and arts event in San Francisco.
Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr., writing for
the majority, stated that Congress had
acted within its authority in granting the
committee exclusive rights to use the word .
Gay Games organizers are also prohibited
from suing the committee for alleged
discrimination.

Candidates Pledge Support
Two Democratic presidential candidates
pledged support for gays if elected. Former
Arizona Governor Bruce Babbitt said if
elected president he would issue an executive order banning discrimination
against gays in all ~ederal government hiring , including the military .
Rep . Richard Gephart of Missouri also
said he supports a ban on discrimination
based on sexual orientation. Later,
however, according to the New York
Times, Gephart told reporters that he had
not fully considered the issue of gays in
the military.

Gays Gain Rights
City councilors of a Washington D .C .
suburb have adopted a human rights law
that includes antidiscrimination protection
for gays . The city councilors of Gaithersburg, Maryland, a suburb of over 30,000
people adopted ,the law which prohibits
discrimination in employment, housing,
and public accommodations . .

Use of Gloves Declared Wrong
In a statement issued by the District of
Columbia chief of police and the city administrator, the use of bright yellow rubber gloves by police to control an AIDS
demonstration occurring in front of the
White House was wrong.
Police Chief Maurice Turner, Jr. and city admil_!istrator Thomas Downes stated ,
''The use of the gloves and the extent to
which they were used during the demonstration was inappropriate and unnecessary ." The gloves "reinforced
misconceptions about how the AIDS virus
is transmitted."
Activists said they were pleased with the

statement and would meet with city officials to work out guidelines on the use
of gloves.

Lesbian Loses Custody Battle
"Well, we may have lost the battle, but
we haven't lost the war," claimed Gayle
Bezaire after she was found guilty on five
counts stemming from her abduction trial.
Bezaire, a lesbian, had been granted
custody of her children after her divorce,
under very strictcourt restrictions. One of
those restrictions was that she not have a
lesbian relationship. When she moved in
with a woman in Toronto, the court
transferred custody to George, her exhusband. Convinced that George was sexually and physically abusing the children,
Gayle stole her children back.
Despite many experts' testimony in
Gayle's favor, she lost her case. Because
the evidence was "so overwhelming in my
favor," Gayle was a little surprised at the
jury's decision. However, she looks forward to the future. "I will definitely appeal and I will need lots of support."

• the legal recognition of lesbian and
gay relationships;
• the repeal of all laws that make
sodomy between consenting adults a crime;
• a presidential order banning anti-gay
discrimination by the federal government;
• passage of the Congressional lesbian
and gay rights bill.
T he first March on Washington for Lesbian and Gay rights was held in October
of _1979 and, alth9ugh we have made progre:ss in affecting attitudes, there is still

Condom Recall

National March on Washington
for Lesbian & Gay Rights
October 11, 1987

The federal Food and Drug Administration announced the recall of condoms that
failed leak tests. The test involved filling -·
sample condoms with ten ounces of water.
According to industry standards only four
condoms per 1,000 are permitted to leak.
The brands with higher rates are as
·follows:

Volunteers & Donations Needed

- Sheik Featherlite, manufactured by
Schmidt Laboratories of Little Falls,
·N.J.;
- Saxon Ultrathin and L'Appel, manufactured by Circle Rubber Corp. of
· Newark , N.J. ; and
- Protext Contracept PLus, Protext
Arouse and Protext Sunrise, manufactured by the National Sanitary
Labs of Lincolnwood , IL. .
The companies, in many cases, claimed
the condoms were returned before they
reached stores or vending machines . .

much to be done.
The Maine March on Washington Com. mittee has met to discuss goals and
priorities. Our main goal is to raise as
much mc;mey as we . can by the · end of
September in order to subsidize the trip for
as many people as possible. We feel it is
very important for Maine to have a
presence in Wasltmgton since we are so active in our own state.
We need to have an idea of how many
people are interested in going so we can
establish a financial target and determine
the most feasible means of transportation.
If we get the response ~e would like, we
will look into chartering buses and Amtrak
cars for the trip.
If you are planning to go to Washington
-- this fall and would like to go as part of a
Maine delegation, please contact the Maine
March on Washington Committee at P .O .
Box 7661, Portland, 04112 , or indicate
your interest on the form below and send
it to the same address. We would like to
have as many people as possible working
on this so we all can afford to go.
The time is NOW to put an end to the
discrimination we face daily . Make your
voice heard in Washington on October
11th.

_ _._ Yes, I want to go!
___ Enclosed is a $10 deposit for the trip.
___ I want to volunteer.
Name - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - P h o n e _ _ _ _ _ __
A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State & Zip _ _ __

.

Make check out to: Maine March on Washington Commi_ttee ,
P.O. Box 7661, Portland, ME 04112
For Love and For Life , We're Not Going Back!

Sources for Global Gayzette included
The Advocate , New York Native , Philadelphia Gay News , Rites , and The
Washington Blade. Compiled by K.M.

WE CATER TO WOMEN BUT WELCOME ALL!

SAME LOCATION. NEW LOOK.

where WOMEN meet WOMEN
DANCING/ SOCIALIZING/ PARTYING - AND MUCH MORE

I was tired o1'the bars ... tired of the "scene"
.and tired of playing all of the little mindgames
to find out whether this guy or that guy was
interested in o person like me ... or, more
importantly, i1' I was interested in him.
'Then a friend of mine told me about Buddies.
He said the counselors there understoot! what
he was looking for in a companion.
So I called them. Buddies introduced me to
several exciting guys in Massachusetts and
New Hampshire within a few weeks after I
joined. Now I'm telling all of my friends. Calling
Buddies was one ofthe best decisions I've
ever made.

BuddiES
,.
----- ~ Special Events Coming Up ------. . '-..J

Call the Bar for Details'. _

PRofEssiONAL - DiscRETE - CONfidENTiAL
GAy STAffEd - EsTAblisltEd 1982

CALL TOdAy - (60}) 880-762"i
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Adventuring in Maine: Dyke and Fag Scale Katahdin
by Brenda Buchanan and Ptirry Sutherland
friends who were residing in #9. They
directed us down to the pond where a
mother cow moose (redundancy has always
been my forte) and two twin mooselets
were grazing. T hey were so cute, . the
moosel~ts, that is, as for mother cow . ..
well, let's just say, ifl took her to a bar, it
would have to be a dark one! So I snapped
and snapped as many pictures as I could as
the happy family headed our way. I noticed
everyone els'e was picking up and heading
toward their housing units with some
haste, so, not knowing whether this moose
would lick my hand or sit on me, l decided
to move, too. It was back to #6 as darkness
approached.

Four in the morning is a ridiculous hour
for the alarm clock to ring, but intrepid°
mountain climbers don't operate on the
same schedule as the rest of the world.
That's what Perry said, anyway.
We'd decided to go adventuring together
on the summer solstice, to climb Mount
Katahdin, Maine's highest peak. lt turned
out to be a wonderful trip, complete with
moose and mooselets, candy bar-stealing
chipmunks, awesome beauty and aching
feet. We would not hesitate to do it again.

Getting There
Brenda: Because Baxter State Park is a
long way from Portland, an early start was
vital. That's why I was crawling out of bed
at four a.m.; Perry was.to pick me up an
hour later. When he arrived, we looked at
each other with sleep-filled eyes arid told
each other Q_OW rugged we were. I didn't
believe him, and I doubt he believed me.
In any case, we got on the road shortly
after five and stopped first at L.L. Bean.
Perry needed a hat to protect his fair head
from sunburn. We both needed bug dope.
And we just had to find someone to take
our picture in front of the L.L. Bean sign.
That done, we headed north, stopping
in Waterville for coffee and pancakes.
Sufficiently loaded with carbs, we drove
on to Millinocket, the town nearest Baxter
State Park.
It is stn interesting town, full of itself in
- the way remote communities often are.
• For example, on the main drag is a ·
nightclub with a sign beasting that it's
"Millinocket's Hottest Nightspot. " It

The Mountain's Power

sec.med tb us to be Millinocket's only
nightspot.
We stopped at Baxter headquarters for
maps and info, stretching and yawning
when we first climbed out of the car. Then
we gave each other a hug, happy to be
there and excited about the coming climb.
"To all the world, we probably look like
newlyweds," Perry said.
We laughed, and hugged again.
About an hour later we were at Roaring
Brook Campground, the head end of the
trail we were to hike. We arranged our
gear in our packs, filled our bottles with
water and started up, delighted that the
sun was shining and the air was warm.
It took us about two hours to reach

Chimney Pond, where we had reserved a
lean-to for the night. The hike was relatively
easy and especially pleasant because we
were virtually alone in our ascent, it being
Sunday.

The Caves
Perry: After arriving at the Chimney Pond
Campground, at the base ofthe_incredible
Katahdin basin, we checked in at Ranger
H.Q. like good little hikers, and made our
way to lean-to number 6. A brief rest
followed , then we decided to go exploring.
We chose Pamola Caves. Up Dudley
Ridge we sprinted, for about 7.64 feet
before coming to the first of what seemed
like hundreds of giant boulders. Boulders?!
Yes, I mea11 BOULDERS!! So we grunted
and strained and pulled and pushed our
way to the trailhead of Pamola.
It continued to be pretty wild, as we
made our way around the side of this
mou111tain. It was here that the first blood
was shed, our first sacrifice to the mountain
spirit. The delicate skin of this Southern
boy was no match for the hungry granite,
so with a wet thumb on my knee and a firm
grasp of the rocks above, we continued.
We arrived at what we thought was the
cave. Wrong, wrong, wrong. It was what
we later dubbed the "gay/ lesbian squeeze,"
which was Mother Nature's way ofletting
us know that significant weight loss might
be indicated. So we continued along the
blue--blazed trail toward the cave. Then,
suddenly I heard a delighted shriek, and
realized Brenda had found her way into
Pamola without following the blue blazing
and without a flashlight, familiar as she is
with dark, moist places.
We explored for a while and set off for
our return. When we arrived back at #6 we
headed off to wash up. Upon returning
from the watering hole we caught a blinding
flash of brown fur that made its way into
the !brush. On closer examination, we
discovered the. scoundrel chipmunk had
mad1e away with six of our nine Hershey
bars. We were heartbroken! Oh well, live
and learn.
Against all odds, we ran into some good _

Brenda: We'd planned to do a ritual to
mark the solstice, so we carried our sage
and shell and candle down to the edge of
Chimney Pond once it was dark. As we
burned the sage, I leaned back and felt
blessed by the starlight, and by the mountain, which rose sharply on three sides of
the pond.
Native Americans consider Katahdin a
hallowed mountain, and the Chimney
Pond bowl to be one of the most sacred
places in Maine. It was evident why that is
the case. There is such a strong sense of the
earth's power there, such an intense feeling
of energy emanating from the soil and the
rock and the sky.
I felt very small, but absolutely integral.
As I meditateJ, thoughts came together in
my mind differently than they usually do. I
felt very safe, as though enfolded in the
mountain's arms, and that sense of security
let me look at some of the questions on my
mind from a iiew angle.
Pen-y, too, was overwhelmed. He said
the stars seemed to be dancing on the
mountaintop, and when I, looked up, I
could see them.
We talked occasionally; sang one song,
and pulled ourselves away only when we
began to feel cold. We didn't talk much on
our way back to the lean-to, and_quickly
burrowed into our sleeping bags. I do
remember saying right before falling asleep
that it would be lovely to hear the morning
songs of live birds, rather than Robert J.'s
recorded ones, when daylight came.

Moose Alarm
Perry: Still being on my Windham commuter schedule, r was awake by 0600 (I
just love using butch military talk). But
instead of getting out of my sleeping bag, I
thought it much more fun to see if I could
bite the mosquitoes befor~ they bit me. I
think they won. Miss Brenda was lazily
sawing logs·to my side, as she was on the
West End commuter schedule. Suddenly,
a great roar followed by a tremendous
rush and commotion filled the environs of
#6. I thought, yes, this is it, that tiny rock I
. nabbed from Pamola indeed was holding
up this entire mountain. I've moved I, I00
miles away from my point of entry in this .
world to be crushed by a mile high pile of
granite.
"No, wait, maybe it's an earthquake," I
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The P:IDS Project now provides trained counselors to answer your _
questions and address your concerns about possible expasure to the
AIDS virus. To schedule a counseling session call:

n4-6877

THE

For more information call:

AIDS·LINE

1-800-851-AIDS

AIDS ;,
PROJECT

'
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AIDS and ~he Reasonable Pulpit
A reporter from the newspaper called the
other day - ten days or two weeks ago to inquire what if anything we were doing :
here at The First Parish to educate our
parish about the epidemic of AIDS? I told
her that we had had a parish informational
night in order to educa!e ourselves after we
had had a request to house an AIDS Support Group about a year ago. At that time,
we had had a presentation by Dr. Owen ·
Piekos, a staff person from the City ' s
Health Department, and our own Barbara
Lee, a Registered Nurse in charge of the
Emergency Division of the Maine Medical
Center, and-Frances Peabody , the grandmother of one of America' s first AIDS pa- tients, and a good friend of our parish. And
we had spent 1:1te evening talking about
AIDS and all tbe related co.ncerns.
Since that time, I have done a great deal
of AIDS counseling for members of the
parish and members of the community at
large. But, I was not able . to tell the
reporter that we had done anything signficant, I realized. She went on to a&k, "What
had we done beyond the homosexual com:
munity'? " - because I had admitted that
we had, as you know, set aside two evenings for gay & lesbian alcoholism counseling and Alcoholics Anonyr:_nous meetings
and we had Di_gnity wmshipping' jn our
dil)ing room on Sunday evenings. But what
had we done beyond speaking to the
homosexual community?
I, of course, was at a loss. I thought to
myself, "Why haven't I done anything
else?" Well, the truth of the matter is that
I assume you all are educated about AIDS
and that I cannot really tell you anything
you . don 'f already know. Unitarians and
Universalists read the New York Times and
the better magazines. They are well
educated people. I can't tell them anything.
Then I t)lought, also, yes, we have
homosexuals in out church - both men
and women - but, we certainly don't have
any drug users in the parish, and we don't
have , I don't thi~, ·any hemophiliacs I do not know of any. And, we certainly
do not have any unfaithful spouses. No
Unitarian Universalist is unfaithful, and no
Unitarian Universalist is promiscuous.
You smile; but those are my beliefs, and ·
I suspect that you would not smile if you
thought your spouse could be counted in
the number.
We also do not need to be concerned
about our adolescent children, because you
are all so well versed in matters of sexuality that you have taught your children all
there is to know about sexuality and about
AIDS - especially. And, I base that
assumption .upon the fact that from the ·age
of six until the present time, everytime I
sat down wit~ my childr:en, we discussed
matters sexual; and - daily - it was a
suJ:>ject around our dinner table.
I had thought about addressing the subject of AIDS but it-seemed in •'poor taste''
to take this time away from matters that
should be somehow more spiritual. We
were, of course, all suddenly projected into
the limelight when the Unitarian Univer-

A Sermon by Rev. Richard Hasty
' .

salist minister just outside Buffalo passed
out condoms to his congregation. And the
newspaper called me at that point and asked me if I had any reaction to that - and
I said, "No." But, I thought that he had
raised our consciousness, even if it was- in
"poor taste."
.
Somebody asked me· this week if I was
able to do certain things now that I had
resigned, that I was not prepared to do
before? And, that is true. Being a lame
duck minister is a wonderful privilege.
But, I will admit to you that there has been
oyer the past, a lot of criticism directed
toward me because I have been so controversial. And, I will admit to you, and
you might remember this, that criticism
has ·a chilling effect upon leadership. So,
I have not addressed the issue of AIDS
before today.
Standing here, at this moment, I feel that
I am remiss - that like the government I have been too slow - that I am running
to catch up, because AIDS is not a plague
oil the gay community. AIDS is an
epidemic that will pass through Portland,
Maine, and touch us deeply. It is not
necessary for me to tell you all there is to
know about the disease. It is not even important to remember the numbers of people that have had it or will have it. It can;
perhaps, best be illustrated by saying that
20 percent of the population of Africa has ·
been diagnosed to have it. It has touched
every nation, and if it doesn't touch every
family , it will touch every neighborhood .
So, the at-risk populations are no longer homosexuals and drug-users and _hemophiliacs., but heterosexuals, men and
women , children, our neighbors, our
families . Another at-risk population are
those people who have received recent
blood transfusions in the last ten years
because of surgery or disease. Members
of our parish are such people. Indeed, one
person has shared with me the trauma of
just contemplating having the disease,
wh,e n all that was the problem was the flu .
This person wonde~ if he/she would live
to see his/her small children grow up. So,
the innocent who once needed blood and
received it in good faith , may also be in. fected. These percentages may be small,
when one considers the total population of
the world . But, I say to you , if one person
that you know and love has it, or one family member dies from it, it will be significant - it is significant. It is a terminal
disease, for, which there is no cure and
presently, no vaccine, and the incubation
time is somewhere froQl 8 to 10 years.
The other evening, I was watching a late
television show - Gregory Peck was playing the lead - a lawyer by the name of
Atticus - in the movie - To Kill a Mockingbird. And, he said in the course of his
lines, " that the law is a great leveler,
before it, all men and women . stand

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S·
PERFECT"COUNTRY INN
Relax and experience the romance and
pleasure of a crackling fire surrounded
by our impeccable selection of vintage
decor, dining to spectacular views of
twilight playing across the imposing
White Mountains, x-country and downhill
skiing and much more.
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equal." AIDS is thegreat leveler: before
it, all men and women stand exposed.
It exposes one, who has the disease to
admit to die world, his sexuality. This has
been a primary concern for the homosexual , 'because the homosexual has lived in
a closet and not adniitte<l his homosexuality
in the past. -But, with exposure to the
disease, it now becomes n~essary - obvious - nothing to stop it, and prohibit it
from happening, that the person's sexuality
is known. There is also the question, of
course, of where it was contracted. But ~
for the heterosexual, the discovery is
almost as great, indeed, is as great. For
it calls not for disclosure of one's sexuality but admission of one's promiscuity. Did
somebody here have an affair with
somebody ·else?
You know, we read about the prostitutes
on Deering Street and High Street and, occasionally, we read about somebody who
was arrested prostituting one of them .
And, ususally, those people who are propositioning prostitutes are middle-class
men who can afford to pay for the favors
of women in trade. So, we are not talking
about the lower economic classes, we are
talking about the middle-class and the
upper-class. We are talking about married
men and single men - heterosexual men
- and perhaps some bisexual men. These
men may be fathers and family providers.
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross talks about her
five stages of death and dying: denial ,
bargaining, anger, guilt and acceptance.
And, so we are concerned with facirtg
those five stage~ whether the patient is
homosexual oi;- heterosexual. On the part
of the patient there is denial , bargaining,
anger_and guilt - long before there is acceptance and those stages are not confined only to the patient, they are the siages
that the loved ones go through, too.
Business Week had a cover story in its
last issue and at the conclusion, "Nick
Latham, 43, a management consultant in
San Francisco for a New York consulting
firm - Towers, Perrin, Forrester and
Crosby .,.... continues to work though he has
AIDS. He was diagnosed last October and
is now taking the experimental drug
AZT,'' which as you may realize, went on
the market yesterday. "He is hopeful about
the future . 'So much of society's attention
is focused on death and how many people
are dying of AIDS,' Latham observes, 'I
think we should be focusing on how many
people will be living with AIDS - that is
the much more powerful issue.' "
And so, we need to shift on being concerned only with the people who are dying - some <?f whom have died out of this
parish - but also, with some who will live
with the disease. I woµld say to you , that
if someone or you - let us be personal if you contract AIDS , then you should
know that in this place, the affirmation of

your sexual orientation is acceptable. If
having the disease. forces-you out of the
sexual closet, this is one place in the community where you will be acceptable. That
is addressed to the homosexual. Let us also
say that if you become the victim of AIDS,
and your sexual activity is somehow exposed, as it will be, because you have the
disease, your intrinsic worth and value will
be honored and respected and you will be
loved as a human being - regardless of
your family connections. How can we do
any less? How can I encourage you to do
any less among yourselves?
Someone had an affair a year ago, someone had an affair five years ago, eight
years ago. It's as cold and dead as yesterday's morning. How can we cqndemn one
another for an indiscretion even if i~ means
contracting the disease and dying? We
shall have to live with people who have
AIDS, who somehow know they h~ve it
because they have been tested - because
they have the symptoms that they are not
yet willing to ackriowledge, but which they
know in the secret depths of their hearts,
means they have the disease. We shall have
to affirm those people as human beings worthy of our love and support'.
And, we will need, also, to teach our
children the dangers of the disease and how·
t~ prevent themselves from coming down
with it. The only way it can be transmitted is through blood and semen. It may be
in other body fluids but not 'in sufficient
. numbers to count. It is not a stable virus.
So, we need to teach our children, who are
this very day , experimenting in matters of
sexuality, to use prophylactics and condoms and to be· careful - very , very
careful. The lives of our children are at
stake. We need sex education in our
Religious Education Program in matters of
AIDS, and when the new curriculum for
next fall is designed, I hope and trust it will
contain courses in AIDS prevention. But
we need sex education and AIDS _educa. tion in our public schools and in the public
quarter. And we need it in our homes and you be the teachers of it. It is not
enough for me to assume that you are do. ing it. I ask you to do it.
The responsible pulpit would ask you to
shift from your frightened state to being
concerned about the degreee of compassion that you will have for one another as
the epidemic passes over us. I ask you to
· consider the degree of forgiveness that you
are preparea to share with a loved one. I
ask you to contempla!e how much support
you ca.n give to someone who has AIDS.
And how much acceptance you will offer.
And how much affection you will allow
yourselves to express. I hope that it wil-be
limitless, that there will be no enc:! to your
compassion, your forgiveness , to your support, to your acceptance or to your affection; that it will be limitless , because that
is what is required , if we are to be affirmed and to affirm one another. That is what
the ideal -is. We may not make the ideal,
but I ask you to try, because in the trying,
you will find your religion. ,
.

Your Very A.fj ;,rdahle M ~
Gay Introduction Agency
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Call today for reservations and ask about
our mid-week specials.
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IN A l'I.AIN f{NVEI.OPE.
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·Serving break.fa, , ,
lu11c h, and dinner,
;_. 7 days a "'.eek.

BAKE -SHOP
18 Monument Square, Portland, ME
. . 772-7299

-

Review·
SKOWHEGAN: A TEN YEAR
RETROSPECTIVE
at the Portland Museum of Art
through the end of September
A review by Pamela Gordon
Skowhegan is a unique artist ' s community in Maine which affords a young artist the whole summer in which to work,
be taught , and discover art. The school was
founded for the purpose of nurturing young
artists. Different successful artists come
each summer to teach and to guide the upcoming ar6 stic generation . Skowhegan is
an insular experience which germinates
ideas and art. The environment affords the
time fo r introspection by the student , mak'ing itself a bridge between being a student
and becoming an artist. The community
provides privacy and independence for
students to pursue their own visions and
thereby becomes a place of intense personal journeys. The common theme of the
exhibition is how a summer spent at
Skowhegan affected the development of an
individual artist as part of a group of
artists.
The entryway to the exhibit is framed by
a 15 foot high sculpted arch of pulp , steel ,
wire and pigment by Susanna Starr . This
untitled piece is very unique and sets the
tone of experimentation for the exhibit. In
fact , there were very few conventional
pieces. One of the best of the convential
ones was Jeffrey Reeds ' NORTH OF
PINEVILLE (oil on canvas, 1986) , a traditional landscape with fields, trees and a
farm in the foreground of the canvas with
two-thirds of the canvas covered by a giant
blue sky . It was an open lonely Maine type
of work, somewhat akin to Wyeth's Maine
work .
~
Another realistic piece was CAKE PAN
by Ken Beck. (oil o_n canvas, 1983). Ttie
cake pan rises large and luminous out of
a realist canvas. Beck makes this ordinary
everyday item impossible to ignore by
flooding it with light and making it
lustrous. Reality is suddenly different for
us.
KATY (oil on canvas, 1985) by Elizabeth Sidamon-Eristoff, shows us Katy
standing at a window in a institutional
room with stained beige walls , furnished
sparsely with a single folding cot and a
single chair . In this realistic work , the artist creates visual balances of objects , e.g. ,
the blanket at the end of the bed with a
towel hung over the chair. Katy, barefoot
and in bluejeans and a blue sweatshirt,
gazes out of the room's single window. We
feel she has packed to leave, to journey onto a new life. KA TY is a quiet thoughtful
painting.
An interesting three dimensional piece,
THE RED BALL (oil on canvas, pastel on
wood, 1985) by Rebecca A. Miller, consisted of a pentagonal shaped canvas of
thickly painted oil strokes primarily in
shades of blue , turquoise and black which
hangs over an actual wooden box with a
red wooden ball on it . The box is covered
by a wooden awning. The wQrk was
unique and thought provoking .
Another three dimensional piec..: was'
STICK FIGURES AND HOUSE (wood
and wire , 1985) by Laura Tate. This piece
was approximately ten feet long by five
feet wide . It was constructed of twigs held
together by wire. There was a hut with
three people in the yard in front of an outdoor fire. The piece was very exciting
because it was so unusual and so large.
Laura Tate demonstrates a very creative
imagination .
An additiona l sculpted piece was
HEART PIECE by Phoebe Adams (unique
cast bronze with patina) . This was a very
stnking piece constructed of a cast bronze
heart with a "cover" that a person could
open or clo. e over it. I liked the symbolism
of this work ver.y much.

Under Your Shirt
Your jaw draws tight ,
high cheeks in knots , a spasm close to twitch ; there are some things not spoken here,
deep thoughts as dark as pitch .
I wonder if I had in youth just shown
you all these wonders
what difference it might have made I
to stop these blasts , these blunders .
Those sweet sad eyes on stony jaw
the memory still hangs on
those blushing days of waiting , calm, and thunder
mixed with sto rm .
I see those waves in Irish hair and
sunlight catching orange,
I melt at just a hello nod, that smile ,
seems something solid .
What makes this ether come around
and keep me from clear thinking,
just hours ago while on the road
I hated you not blinking?
Could it be that ancient holds
are tighter on the heart
than daily dragged analysis
of why we may soon part?
It's sick I think , I know I've lost
this game of re-invention .
I shouldn't try to change one thing ,
one hair , or dark intention .

I love you so - that's metaphor pretend you dido 't hear it ,
let all this sham go on so straight ,
I understand you fear it.

A bright large exciting oil on canvas ,
BLUE KEY , by Dennis Aufrey , was
covered by Chinese 1motifs, flowers , a
brass trumpet, fruits, vegetables and an
overturned wooded "Blue Key " box . The
painting reminded me of Janet Fish's
CHINOISERJE with her reds 1 oriental ,;olors and objects.
An entire room of the exhibition space
was taken up by Fumio takasugi's UNTITLED #2 (clay objects , rope , charcoal
drawings , paintings, 1985). The piece suggested philosophical questions pertaining
to the meaning of life. I was particularly

I want to say you tear me up ;
I die of inattention ;
I have some drawings, lists, and plans,
and pills for apprehension.
Some days you moan and hate me so
it ' s all a strict reversal,
some sort of balance you must strike
for justice universal.
It's clear to me the ·power I hold
is knowing you' too well.
your highs and lows and many fears
and secrets I could sell
Your fears of heights and
fear o~ sharks , and bears , & snakes, & water
you stay at home and feed the stove
and work more than you ought to .
Your routine starts at crack of dawn ,
you ' re never much for changes,
It 's work and strain to kill the time
and beat the rock of ages.
You piane and glue and screw and nail
and make such fine fine things ,
a better drone was never born, '
you haven 't found your wings.
They're folded there,
against your back ,
above those strong rope arms,
you keep them hid beneath your shirt;
let loose they'd cause alarm .
Alarm! Alarm! Your secret's out,
your love will be the winner the Sunday brunch at Fickle Fox
will never "pass" for dinner!

struck by a large clay hand , placed on the
floor , that held up a rope between its
thumb and forefinger . I thought of
Descartes' statement that-man can explain
everything about how the world works except who started it , symbolized by the
forefinger flicking over the thumb. Other
parts of the work are two large clay feet
and a head on the floor and two large charcoal drawings , approximately two feet by
two feet, on the walls. It is an arresting and
thoughful piece.
A different and challenging piece was
REPRESSED by Bill Hall (wood , canvas,

twine , chicken wire and paper mache ,
1
1985). A life size person lying on his side
in a hallway of the gallery is dressed in dirty and torn rags. His knees are drawn up
while one arm is thrown over his chest.
This rnpressed person looks like he will
soon be progressing to depression. There
are many other visually interesting and
thought provoking works in this excellent
exhibit mounted by the Portland Museum
of Art. Go see it if you can: you 'II be glad
you did!
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by Bull O'Nee
It's another foggy summer Sunday in
Portland. Ruthie and Gail have just returned from brunch and are preparing for
a cozy afternoon in front of the tube.

"~o what will it be," Gail asks , "the
Red Sox or Martina at Wimbledon?"
"'1:hat, my dear is one tough question,"
Ruthie responds. "Who's she playing?"
"That cute littte Graff girl."
"Settled." Ruthie flicks on the tube
pops a flip top , and settles into her lover'~
arms on the couch. "Isn't it wonderful to
have some quiet time together?" she says.
The phone rings .
"Shit," Ruthie grumbles , "let the
machine get it."
"When did you start screening our
calls?" Gail asks as she reaches for the
phone.
"Oh Gail, don't answer it. It'~ so nice
now."
The machine clicks on: "Hi. You have
reached the home of Ruthie and Gail. We
have better things to do than answer the
goddam phone right now. Call back later."
A man's voice comes on ... "Ruthie if
'
y~u ' re there and not answering the phone
I 11 never speak to you al!ain."

-·

"Friendly!" the both scream in unison
as they grab for the phone.
"How are you guys?" Ruthie asks . "It's
been months. How's life in the big K?"
"Real good . We really like it here,"
Friendly says. "I mean it does get a little
boring sometimes. Eighty degrees and constant sunshine can get to you after awhile.
And the men .. .I mean they ' re all gorgeous, tanned hunks. It can be real
monotonous. ''
"Sounds tough," Gail laughs. "What do
you guys d0 an day?''
"Well, Harry peddles lemonade on the
beach and I get up from the blanket every
now and then to see if he put the right
amount of sugar in it. Pretty decadent,
huh? How are things in the big P?''
"Well, we had some sunshine on a
Thursday afternoon two weeks ago. It's
been so humid the cat's growing mold
behind her ears. The softball team is Oand
3 and the bar was closed for a few weeks
last month."
."Hmmm. Just when I was beginning to
miss the place. Glad I called," Friendly
laughs. "Why don't you two come down
for a visit?'.'
"Gee, we 'd like to but my folks are

coming up next week and Ruthie's are
coming the week after. The next week we
plan to be in P6."
"Why don't you guys come up here?"
Ruthie interjects. "We could all go to
Macho' s wedding together."
"What!" Friendly exclaims.
·"Yeah, we saw him the other night at
the 'Ground. He's getting married to a
woman in ~ugust."
· "Jeez," Friendly groans, "That guy
doesn't know which side of the fence his
ass is on. "
" True enough."
"Listen, I gotta go. I'm late for the
beach. Good talking with you. We miss
yon guys . By the way, I love your phone
message.''
"We miss you too . Give our love to
Harry. Have fun . Bye."
.They hang up feelipg a little down from
the call. "Makes you wonder doesn't it "
Gail says . "Steffi doesn't look so exciti~g
any more.''
"Cheer up Hon. Joe says. the sun's coming out on Tuesday the 23rd." Ruthie tries
to console.
"Yea, July or August?'\
(to be continued)

Piano & Show Lounge
Gtime Room·

3 Spring Street

Portland, Maine 04112
(207) 773-3315

Hot ·Videos

Dancing

NEW SUMMER HOURS: 2 P.M.-1 A.M. - 7 DAYS
NEW GAMES & OLD FRIENDS: MON-SAT: 25¢ Beer & Well Drinks
·
(possible with pick-a-price, 2 P.M.-8 P.M.)
MON NITE: Dance 'til 1 A.M.
TUES NITE: Bottle Beer 1h price
· Well Drinks $1.50
I .

l

- -- --

Contradances
Planned
by Dave Lavoie
At the Symposium XIV at the University of Maine-Orono on July 3rd, we had a
very successful "First" Gay-Lesbian Contra Dance to the direction and calling of
Dave Lavoie, of Bangor and also of the
Downeast Lesbian/Gay Organization
(DELGO). The response was overwhelmi~g, and those that attended, had a great
ti1;11e. The dance went until 11:30 p.m.,
with some folk singing during a 10:00
break.
The repertoire included some traditional
contras , circle dances, squares, waltzes ,
polkas and Sicilian Circle dances. The lack
of a live band did not seem to matter to
the dancers, as the dancing went on almost
continuously throughout the evening. The
smiles on everyone's faces told it all .
While some had contra danced previously, _at one time or another, for many it was
their_ very first experience in this type of
dancmg . Not one set had broken down the
~ntire evening! It was just a Gay-La even-.
mg of fun and fellowship as men were
dancing with men and women were dancing with women.
Many had expressed the desire to have
ongoing gay -lesbian Contra Dances on a
regular basis. One couple come up to me
and said, "We haven't contra danced for
about three years . We gave it up because
we could not dance together.'' Now, for
the first ~me, they had that opportunity.
How did the dancers distinguish between
the men and the women in the contra sets?
We simply designated A's and B's, rather
than the usual men and women , and it
worked well. There were no problems the
entire evening. Every dance was taught or
walked through before doing it to the
music. By the time the music started the
dancers knew the figure and merely le~ the
caller prompt them through the entire
dance.
·
We did a variety of dances to a mixture
of jigs , reels and hornpipes . Keeping the
program 'traditional ' New England style
~as the goal. But this is only the beginnmg . More gay-lesbian Contra Dances are
planned. There will be one in August, on
Saturday the 15th at 8:00 p.m. to midnight,
at the Orono Community Center, Orono
ME. Another contra dance will be held on
Saturday , September 19 at the same location and time. The Orono Community
Center is located on Bennoch Road behind
the Orono Post Office .
Beginning in October, the Gay-Lesbian
Contra Dances will be held twice a month
on the lst and 3rd Saturdays of each
month, beginning with the October 3rd and
17th dances .
But wait! We would eventually like to
have live musicians play for our dances.
If you play an instrument and would like
to play at our dances , contact Dave. We
would be delighted to hear from you .
Though we are using records for the time
being, the spirit and enthusiasm is still
there. I foresee this form of dancing as being very_ successful for the gay-lesbian
community in the coming months . The initial response has been great, and I hope
that many of you will support these upcoming Contra Dances .
,,

WEDS NITE: Pull Tabs

Open 365 Days a Year
3:00 pm - 1:00 am
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Announcement
As an older gay male, do you sometimes
feel that there is no place for you in the
gay scene? Not so!
Do you sometimes wonder why older
straight people can have so much fun doin~parties, trips , dances, etc. while older
gay men can't? No reason!
· An organization is being formed in New
England with the basic intent of correcting
these situations and, in so doing, helping
older g~y mal~s feel good about themselvt::s. We all know there are a lot of older
gays who prefer the company of older
gays. We all know there are a -lot of
younger gays who prefer the company of
older gays. We are dedicated to bringing
these people together.
The organizational meeting of this new
''.club'' for older gays and young gays who
prefer older men will be held in Boston on
August 15 from 2 to 4 p.m. at 6 Hamilton
Place; take the elevator to the third floor .
This is at Tremont and Park Streets near
the Park Street Station. At that time we '11
decide what kinds of mc.etings, activities ,
etc., we want to sponsor. Men from neighboring cities, towns and states are
welcome. Open or closeted, you are invited and your comfort is assured;
everything is confidential. If you know
others who might be interested, but who
may not see this notice , please pass the in
formation along. There are no age restrictions.
Let's get together on August 15 and add
a new dimension of fun and friendship to
our lives!

Judith Lippa, MSW
Uc. Clinical Social Worker
Counseling
&
Psychotherapy
•
•
•
•

Benefit Concert
August 29th
A benefit concert, featuring Kay Gardiner and Carole Etzler, will be held at First
Parish Unitarian Universalist C:hurch on
Congress St. in Portland at 8:00 p.m. on
Saturday , August 29th.
The concert is being sponsored by the
Rose .Mary Denman Ecclesiastical Defense
Fund Committee, a group seeking to help
Rose Mary raise the necessary funds for
her church trial scheduled for August 24 ,
l 987. The estimated cost of the trial to
Rose Mary is between $8,000 and $10,000
which will cover such items as: attorney
fees, transcripts, travel and accomodations
for expert witnesses, and printing and
mailing costs.
Articles in the two previous issues of
Our Paper reported on Rose Mary's battle with the United Methodist Church,
which seeks to strip her of her ordination
on the grounds that she is a "self-avowed
practicing lesbian." Because Rose Mary
believes that the church, and society, need
to come to grips with their homophobic
persecution of gay men and lesbians, she
has chosen to challenge the church through
ecclesiastical trial rather than accomodate
the church by quietly and voluntarily turning in her credentials to her bishop.
Tickets for the concert will be on sale
at Amadeus Music, and Entre Nous, and
are $8.00 in advance and $10 at the door.
Those who will not be able to attend the
concert, but who would like to contribute
toward trial expenses can send a donation
to:
The Rose Mary Denman
Ecclesiastical Fund
P.O. Box 6024
Falmouth, Maine 04105
This is an opportunity for the gay /lesbian community to support a sister whc.i has
chosen to speak out loudly and--clearly and with pride - GAY /LESBIAN
PRIDE!!!

BED

Individuals
Couples
Families
Groups

MONTREAL
'N' BREAKFAST

ACCOMODATION
**THE

Suite 423
142 High Street
Portland, ME 04101

BEST

IN

PRIVATE GAY HOME

PLACE

(514) 521-2238
OR
BOX 601. MONTREAL H2L 4L5.
PHONE

WRITE
CANADA

(207) 773-1235
,,

"COME JOIN US"
NIGHTLY 8PM TO IAM

L

B
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·Sl)()RGJfSJYIANS
2BA.TES ST REE'r 784-2251
GAME ROOM/ DISCO
HAPPY HOUR THURS. &SUN. -ALL NIGHT!

Roommate Wanted_L/ F seeks F to share
townhouse in Portland. Private bath and
bedroom, ·washer/ dryer, parking, 2 cats,
patio. Quiet smoke free $250+. Call 7751407.
Roommate wanted. Portland area. Newly
renovated, 3-bedroom. $235 plus utilities.
Call 774-1965.
Two women seek third for spacious apartment near USM, 9 / l. Parking, backyard,
deck. Smoke-free, TV-free feminist household. $192 plus. 761-4730 or 774-7016.

2 feminists looking for another to share
house in Biddeford near UNE, country
setting on Saco River, $175 mth + utilities.
Call days 283--0171 ext. 202 Bunny or 2822182 Martha or evenings 282-6324.
Roommate Wanted two women (artistic
types) want third to share spacious West
End apartment. $185 mth plus one third
utilities heat included! Please call 772-2158
for more information.
Responsible Gay Male Roommate wanted
to share large home with gay male ·couple
in Conway, N.H. Full house privileges.
Rent $250.00 a month utilities included.
Write Alan P.O. Box 294, Conway, NH
03818--0294 or call l-603-367-8304.
Gay Male Student needs room to rent in S.
Portland or Portland area. I am responsible, quiet, and have references. Could do
housework and odd jobs to pay part of
rent. Please write Ray Bussiere, 173 Ohio
~t., Apt. l, Bangor, ME 0440 I.

Miscellaneous
Bed and breakfast accommodations for
women at Kellen Farm, a peaceful country
setting in Ashfield, MA. Enjoy sheep and
goats; swim and hike nearby; visit Northhampton and Tanglewood. Brochure
413-628-4703

- or Sale: Mt. Desert Island; Two acres
w/ 200'+ frontage on Salisbury Cove. Five
miles from Bar Harbor. Wonderful views
with Pebble Beach and privacy. Septic &
electricity in w f three guest cottages.
$180,000. Contact: S. Morton, Box 60,
Salisbury Cove, ME 04672.
HAIRY MEN! National adlists for bears
and smooth or hairy trappers! Ifyou love
fur, this is the list! Information? Send
$2.00 to: MAN-HAIR, 59 West 10th St.,
NY 10011.

DOWNTOWN**

ASK FOR A BROCHURE 00 HAVE A FREE GAY MAP

MAINE'S ONLY PRIVATE GAY CLUB

Roommates

G]f

0

N
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CAN YOU HELP?
I'd 'like to be able to accept the nomination for a New England Regional Representative to the National Coalition Against
Sexual Assault.
I'm Peggy Elath. I'm the Chair of the
Maine Coalition on Rape. I was a founding
member of our state coalition and have
worked closely with it for more than five
years. I have more than a decade of work
experience with rape crisis centers.
I've been a member "of the National
Coalition Against Sexual Assault
(NCASA) for two years and have attended
the last two annual conferences. I'm a
member of the lesbian caucus and the
former victim/ survivor caucus.
NCASA has awarded me a scholarship
to the conference, and will pay all future
costs for travel and lodging for Board
meetings. But I don't have the money to
get to this conference. Although I've
received small grants from several groups,
I still need to raise $300 more.
Tax deductible contributions can be
made payable to:
Rape Crisis Assistance, Inc.
and sent to:
Jean Lamond, Treasurer
Maine Coalition on Rape
Rape Crisis Assistance, Inc.
P.O. Box 278 ·
Waterville, ME 04901
Every bit of your help matters!

Women's karate/self defense. Classes starting in Augusta in September. Develop
fitness, physical strength, and mental discipline from the study of martial arts and self
defense. Classes taught specifically for
women of all abilities. Instructor holds a
third degree black belt in Uechi Ryu
Karat!!, For more· information, contact
Deborah Curtis, RFD I, Box 770, Augusta,
ME 04330. (207) 622-4217.

Personals
· GWM, 30 year old professional looking
for honest and sincere individual, who like
me, is fed up with bar games and nowhere
relationships. I own my own home and
have a secure job. I am healthy, masculine,
and have a medium build. If you are
interested in a serious relationship and feel
the same way please write and include stats
and telephone number. Box Holder P .O.
Box 2362, Lewiston, ME 04240.
GWM, 35, professional, loving, sensitive,
57'', 150 lbs., blond hair, hazel eyes, fairly
attractive seeks the companionship of a
loving sincere man. Willing to travel a 35
mile radius of Auburn. Please write with
· photo, address and phone to Holder, P.O.
Box 6469, Portland, ME 04102.
BANGOR-41, GWM, Professional businessman, loving, honest, sincere, intelligent seeks 28-45 for friendship. Interests
include health, travel, music, gardening
and homes. Write advertiser #36 cf o Our
Paper, P .O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104.
G.W.M. 22 seeks that special someone 22
to 35 to share romantic nights and loving
days.with. I like music, dancing, horseback
riding, beach walking and romance. Not
one night stand person. Need relationship.
Only serious ones should respond to:
E.J.C., P.O. Box 1514, Biddeford, ME
04005. Send name,#, and photo.
GWF, - 36, 5'8", interested in becoming
friends with other gay women who live
within 30 miles of Portland. Some of my
interests are music, movies, art, cooking,
touring, women's concerts in. Portland,
and cars. I don'_t smoke, don't take drugs
or go to bars. I can be adaptable and am
willing to investigate new ideas and circumstances. For more information, write to:
Advertiser #37 c/ o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.
GWF in 40's, own home, good job, financially secure. L'ooking for nice young lady
for friendship and companionship. I am
57", 130 lbs. , blond hair, brown eyes, cute,
on the masculine side. No strings, no
relationships. Just someone to share walks,
talks, dinners, and sunsets with. I know
you're out there somewhere-so please
write! Write Advertiser #34, cf o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04101.

Announcement
The Maine Health Foundation will sponsor its annual benefit Cruise aboard The
Longfellow on Casco Bay on Sunday evening, August 23, from 7:30 to 9:30 p .m.
Tickets are $12 in advance and are
11vailable at local establishments or by calling Robin Lambert at 773-3564.
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,.=======~::::::::::::=======Lesbigay·N et-w-ork
AIDS Action .of Central Maine
P.O. Box 3113
Lewiston, Me. 04240
AIDS Hotline 782-6113
AIDS-Line
775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS
Mon. & Wed. 6-9 p.m, Sat. 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
The AIDS Project
48 Deering St.

Portland, Me. 04101
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Box 569
ijates College
Lewiston, ME 04240
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition
(BAGLSC)
c/o 87 Sunset Strip
Brwer, Me. 04412

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Feminist Spiritual Community
9 Deering St.
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Me. 04104
773-2294
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays
Box 1556, Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

Free To Be
11 King St.
Augusta, Me. 04330

Harbor Masters Inc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portl~nd, Me. 04101
Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'l. Assoc. of Social
Workers
P .0. Box 5112, Station A
Portland, Me. 04101
Lovers Only Friendship Club
Statewide Connections
P.O. Box 1044
Bangor, ME 04401

Friends and Parents of Gays
725-4769 (Brunswick)
GLM (Gals et Lesblennes de Moncton)
· C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B., Canada

Maine Bisexual People's Network
P.O. Box 1792 ·
Portland, Me. 04104
780-4085 (messages)

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Me. 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Maine Connection
P.O. Box 5245,
Station A
Portland, Me. 04102

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117
207-883-6934

Gay/Lesbian Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Colby College Lesbian and Gay Community
c/o Student Center
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901

Gay/Lesbian Alliance.
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

Maine. Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

DELGO
Unitarian Church
126 Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Tel: 942-6503
Dignity/Maine
P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Me. 04104

=======

Maine Lesbian/Gay Polit,ical Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarmouth, ME. 04096

Gay and Lesbian Genealogy Club
P.O. Box 104,I
Bangor, ME 04401

Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services
P.O. Box 57
'
Brunswick, ME 04011-0057
833-5016 or 725-8541

Gay Men Social Association
P.O. Box 294
Conway, N.H. 03818
Tel: 603-367-8304

New Hampshire Citizens Alliance for G~y
and Lesbian Rights _
P.O. Box 756
Contoocook, N.H. 03329
,603-228-9009
Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou, Me. 04736
NLN gay Phonellne, 4911"2088
Our Paper
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Me. 04104
Portland Area Men's Group (PGM)
c/o P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Me. 04074
Portland Pride Committee
P.O. Box 5112, Sta. A
Portland, Me. 04112
883-6934
Seacoast Gay Men
P,0. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
USM Women's Forum
· University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04103
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights
(VLGR)
Box 281
Hinesburg, VT 05461
Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union.
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469
Women's Community Project
P.O. Box 3733

M e e t i n g s-:=========Port=la=nd,=M=e.0 4 = 1 = 0 4 = = = ===!

SUNDAYS
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance for discussion , support and planning every Sunday, 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa
Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College ,
Lewiston. Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1 p.m.
followed by potluck.

-

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the
month. Meetings rotated throughout state.
See Calendar listing for location and time .
Dignity/Maine, every Sunday, 5:30 - 7 .
p.m. ,~ First Parish Church , Portland , 425
Congress St. (rear entrance)
* (6:30 - 7:30 until Labor Day).
Bangor Area Gay /Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) meets the first Sundays and third Thursdays of every month
at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer at 7:00 p.m.

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday at T p.m., Friends Meeting
House , Forest Ave ., Portland, 773-2294
(come early).
AIDS Action of Central Maine - first
Monday of every month at Sportsman's,
2 Bates St. , Lewiston, 8 p.m. Call Phil
.Ellis, 784-5047 or 782-6113.

Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday , 7-9
p.m. (except first Monday and holiday s).
Unitarian-Universal Church , 292 State St. , Portsmouth, NH (side door near basement) . Call Daryl (603) 335-4294.
Greater Bangor NOW, foutpi Monday of
every month , 7-9 p.m. Call 989-3306 for
info.
)
Adult Children of Alchoholics (ACOA)
- open discussion with focus of gay/lesbian issues , 7:30-9 p.m . YWCA , 87
Spri·ng St. , Portland .

Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays
- last Tuesday of the month , 7:30, First
Parish Church Pilgrim House, 9 Cleaveland St. , Brunswick. Call 725-4769 for
information.

Our Paper staff meeting - every Tuesday , 7:30 p.m. 9 Deering St., Portland.
New members are welcome.

THURSDAYS

Wilde-Stein Club - Thursday evening
6°9 p.m. , S1,1tton Lounge,, Memorial
Union, UMO .
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous e~ery Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 p.m.
First Par ish Unitarian-Universali st
Church , 425 Congress St., Portland .

FRIDAYS
Free To Be Group of .AA - meets
Fridays at 7:30 p.m., Jewett Hall, UMA ,
room 114.

Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance,
every Thursday , 7-9 p.m., Chase Barn ,
Bowdoin .College, Brunswick.

Gay/Lesbian Alliance - every other Friday at 7 p.m., 92 Bedford St. , Portland ,
780-4085.

Greater Portland N.O.W. - foµ rth
Tuesday of the month , YWCA, 87 Spring
St., Portland , 7:30 p.m.

Pride Commitee business and planning
meeting, last Thursday of every month ,
6:30 p.m. , 48 Deering St., Portland. All
wel come. Call 883-6934.

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday , 8-9:30 p.m. - Gays Together in
Sobriety (o pen discussion) , Christ
Episcopal Church~ 80 Lafayette Rd. , Portsmouth , NH .

Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. ,
First Parish . Universalist-Unitarian
Church , 425 Congress St. , Portland.

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous every Thursday , discussion meeting at 8
p .m. , Unitarian Church , Main Street,
Bangor.

Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday,
7:30-8:30 p.m., First Parish UnitarianUniversalist Church , 425 Congress. St. ,
Portland.

VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and
G ay Ri g ht)
s meets f'lfSt and t h'1rd Thursd Of
h
7 30
ay
every mont at : p.m. at the
p
dJ · c
186 c0 Jl
s
eace an ustice enter,
ege t.,
Burlington, VT.

TUESDAYS

SATURDAYS
Free To Be Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous - every Saturda.y, 8 p.m. ,
The House, 60 Oak St. (comer Blake) ,
Lewiston.
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight
Coalition (BAGLSC) dances meet the
first and third Saturdays of each month
from 8:00 to l :00 at the old Bangor Community College Student Union.

f============Calendar==========
'
Saturday, August 8
Full Moon Gathering , in Surry , Call
924-5172.

"''

Saturday, August 15
3rd Women's Potluck/ Social (GAME
NIGHT, TOO). Penney's Apartment/ Call
871-1555 for address (Greater Portland
area). 6:'.\0 p.m. Bring a COLD potluck
dish and your beverage of choice, games,
your sense of humor and your appetite.
Saturday, August 15
Gay/Lesbian Contra Dance, Orono
Community Center, Orono, 8:00 p .rn. to
midnight. Caller is Dave Lavoie ,
947-2329.
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Friday, Aug. 21 - Sun. Aug. 23
MLGPA meeting and camping weekend
in Aroostook County.

Sunday, August 23
Maine Health Foundation benefit cruise
on Casco Bay , 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. , tickets
available in advance at bars or by calling
Robin Lambert at/ 773-3-564, $12.

7

Wed. thru Sun., Aug 26-30
"La-..,v of Desire" at The Movies , 10 ExSt., Portland.

Saturday, August 29
Benefit concert featuring Kay Gardiner
and Carole Etzler, First Parish Church,
Portland , 8:00 p.m

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next time
you spec copy for typesetting. specify The Type
Room - cofYlplete phototypesetting and proofreading services ·at reasonable
rates.

